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CE/CME PENDING
Speaker

Dr. John Beebe

John Beebe is the creator of the eight-function, eight-archetype model of psychological types. A Jungian analyst and a past president of the C.G. Jung Institute of San Francisco, he is the author of Integrity in Depth and of Energies and Patterns in Psychological Type: The Reservoir of Consciousness. He is co-author, with Virginia Apperson, of The Presence of the Feminine in Film, and co-editor, with Ernest Falzeder, of The Question of Psychological Types: The Correspondence of C.G. Jung and Hans Schmid-Guisan. John has written the preface to the recent Routledge Classics edition of Jung’s 1921 book, Psychological Types.

John has spearheaded a Jungian typological approach to the analysis of film. In his over 150 publications, he has often used type and archetype to explore developments in the cultural unconscious. From the Association for Psychological Type International, John has received the President’s Award for Exceptional Service. He is a Distinguished Life Member of the American Psychiatric Society. His eight-function, eight-archetype model of type is widely studied and applied.

Workshop Summary

In his book, Psychological Types, C. G. Jung defined eight types of consciousness: introverted intuition, extraverted intuition, introverted sensation, extraverted sensation, introverted feeling, extraverted feeling, introverted thinking, and extraverted thinking. In analyzing individuals, however, he normally referred to only four types of consciousness, speaking of the superior, auxiliary, tertiary, and inferior functions of consciousness. By looking at the shadow, analyst John Beebe is able to answer the question: Where are the other four kinds of consciousness in each of us? Using clips from classic films, Dr. Beebe will demonstrate that the shadow expresses itself through four archetypes, each of which is associated with one of Jung’s eight types of consciousness according to our individual psychological type profile.
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